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It was a mighty rainy night when the Arts and Crafts
train arrived in Fulton Monday night, but it did not deter an
enthusiastic group of interested citizens from visiting the
train to make plans for welcoming all the guests who have
been visiting the train since Tuesday. John Dilehay, the
train's director briefed the group on the manner in which
the guests would be shown the hundreds of arts and crafts
exhibits on the train. A News photographer was on hand for
a sneak preview of the gathering and snapped the shutter on

these informal visits. In photo "somber One Mayor Gilbert
DeMyer extends a warm handshake to Mr. Dilehay welcoming him to the twin cities and extended the hospitality of all
the citizens during his stay here. Adding to the welcome Is
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr. chairman of the local train's visit (left)
and Mrs. Fred Norma, who is serving as one of the hostesses
on the train. Photo Number Two finds Mrs. C. H. McDaniel,
(left) Louis Weeks (center) and Mrs. Leonora Bushart (right)
examining interesting articles on the train. Mrs. McDaniel
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Note Book
Fifteen years ago this week,
your Fulton County News came to
you with the pictures of a couple
of "youthful looking" people on
the front page announcing that
the ownership of the Fulton News
had changed from Paul Bushart
to Paul and Jo Westpheling. I
didn't realize it was an anniverSary for us until I was on the
live-wire Monday morning and
looked at the calendar and all of
a sudden it came to me, that fifteen years ago on April 30th we
drove into Fulton in a spanking,
brand new Buick convertible,
packed to the hilt with many
personal items, a couple of goodsized mortgages. and a- stork
perched atop the car waiting to
deliver come October.
Everytime April rolls around I
am reminded of that unceremoniobs advent into the city and I still
get a chuckle out of the one-man
welcoming
committee (Harry
Rucker) who greeted us in front
of that little newspaper office on
Fourth Street . .. linotype-pressstockroom, front office and commode all in one easy-view. We
marvelled then, and we marvel
now how ANYBODY could love
newspapering so much to "dig in"
and publish a newspaper when
everything pointed to the fact that
we should have just been content
with reading 'em, instead of publishing 'em.

Don't eat breakfast at home on
Friday, May 4. Go to the K U 1
Kitchen on Lake Street and enjoy I
all the pancakes you can eat for
just seventy-five cents. Members
of the Lions Club will serve delicious pancakes, sausage,and coffee from 6 a. m. to 2 p. m. And
you know
is for a worthy cause.
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Volume Thirty-One

Stahr Accepts Call To
Head Indiana University
Army Secretary Elvis J. Stahr
Jr. of Hickman • has resigned his
government post to become president of Indiana liniversity. The
resignation
becomes
effective
June 30. Stahr is. expected in
Hickman May 7 for a short visit
while making an inspection trip
of Corps of Engineers work along
the Mississippi River.
Stahr, 46-year-old
Kentucky
native and former dean of the
University of
Kentucky Law
School, reportedly was selected at
a meeting of the trustees last
weekend.
Stahr's reported election came
after a two-year search by the
board. Wells announced his retirement in April 1960—specifically to allow the tzustees plenty of
time to come up with a replacement.
As I. U.'s 12th president Stahr
would succeed Herman B. Wells,
who is retiring July 1 after 25
years in the post.
The selection at Stahr came after
the trustees presumably satisfied
themselves over two major reser,
vations they had about him.

and Mr. Weaks view the wood-working machine, while Mrs. " Number Four is What you would expect young matrons to
Rushart, naturally. -liens with great interest the dulcimer, investigate when there are children around the house. Mrs.
a reproduction of an old-fashioned musical instrument that Felix Gossum, Jr. (left) and Mrs. Bobby Scates (right) are
was made in Kentucky. Photo Number Three finds Mrs. migl)ty pleased with the clay eases they saw on the train.
Duck Smith and Mrs. Gene Williamson viewing a painting The clay making machine is also on the car.'Center is Kencalled "The Three Wheeler." Mrs. Smith says that her dau- neth Turner. WFUE general manager who remembers when
ghter Terry is becoming extremely interisted in painting and he made mud pies from clay, and now wants to learn to make
Mrs. Williainson•is already an artist of unusual talent. Photo a vase.
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Breathitt Announces For Governor;News
Received by'Live' Broadcast On WFUL

Annual JayceeThe Third
Pepsi Junior Fishing Rodeo in the
Twin-cites will be held at the
Pepsi-Cola lake in Highlands on
.*. n'.
In a "live" broadcast from Frankfort early WednesMay 26. All boys and girls in the
-say that the deliberati(Mand
One is that he is a strong Demo'
,
area between the ageg of 6 and 12 day afternoon 'Edward L. "riled" -Breathitt announced sillnenticnt de% elopment of (A,'" •
crat. The eight-member board is
are eligible to compete' in the to Radio Station WFUL.and the Fulton County News ---finally have produced alt:
predominantly Republican.
Rodeo.
that he would be a candidate for Governor of Kentucky solid agreement on Breathitt.
Stahr served under Democratic
The Combs 41111111Illstr;....• There will be several nice prizes in 1963. Mr. Breathitt,in an earlier telephone conversaPresident Harry S. Truman as a
backing Lt. Gov. 1,Vils, n W.
special assistant to the Army sec- offered to the entrants including
tion with-the News edtior on Wednesday said that his the semttorial nomination
ones for he most fish caught, the
retary during the Korean War.
''alt'token opposition
tn,t:y
Before being named to his pres- largest fish, the smallest fish, the announcement would probably be made Wednesday, opponent this fall e. :11 be the inent post by Democratic President heaviestestring of fish, the first Mr. Breathitt told his radio audience: "I have just left cumbent
senatoi
R, publican
John F. Kennedy, he served on a fish caught, the second largest fish a news conference Where I sannounced that I would be a Thurston .Morton ,,f I. 5,11.51
task force that made recommen- and the second heziviest-string of
candidate for Governor of Kentuck•T I wanted the peo- At a Min:" of lie mocratic
dations to Kennedy on legislation
state C, ritral Ex, IV t'ehr.mitFree drinks will be given to all ple in Fulton and Hickman countis to be the first to
for chronically depressed areas.
con I. mw, ate.; that
Alter World War II, Stahr serv- the conteltants by the Pepsi-Cola knotv of a decision I had been.-contemplating for some a deckion on
adminktritioned successively as a professor and Company.
time." Mr. Breathitt met with a gi-oup of local leaders backed- caiiiiidate for it,vt rnor
dean of the U. of K. Law School,
',vars close at hand.
UNION CITIAN HURT!
vice-chancellor of the' University
regarding his candidacy in Fulton ears' in January. His Conden in the
'V Its
of Pittsburgh, and then president
•• Shortly after 7:00 Tuesday announcement was enthusiagiically received by th(••e- bers that -it appea:, r!'.,1 •
of West Virginia University. He
night, Willer Kelly of Union City, radio audience and "his many friends in
.1)( ii!"11.1-ni-',
resigned last June.
tor
t.o\
lost control of his car and left the
The trustees do not want a man highway alo,ut Whitesell WOW'S on
Thus, after months of intunsive choice--iilong with Ilighw:iy Co,r- time."
who might take off anytime for the Union ctii Highway. Mr. campaigning in
counties,
r
Ward
e;It ry ,
70
athitt tills tin'
something better.
(-i• making a \eh.: II.
Kelly, receiving lacerations of the Breathitt presumably has emerged the adennistration barn, r
face arid some bruises, was taken as • tin' predominant gubernatorial fOl'IMT Gov. A. 11. Chandler in tie speech,: It, ciN•ie
.
DECORATE AT BEAUREGARD to the Obion County Hospital in choice of Gov. Her Combs and primary next May-.
to tho eourthou,,, p.,
his friends and advisors. .
Decoration Day at Camp Beaure- a Whitnel Ambulance. It is no secret that Combs lias he is' the Vhei(e
The 371year-old HopkinsVille at huddled- \with his inter
gard Cemetery will be the third
The car overturnerrand suffered
rio nts if
a- member of the state advisorF, with Mere:,
Sunday in May this year. Contri- censiclerable•darnage. It was towfr•o.len- lions :is the K , ntucky
Public Service Commission, has cy lately, in an effo.'
.:
butions for cemetery upkeep may ed to Union City by a wrecker.
IZI11".:
-0 I'l`; ;11i(i
I contiitued on page ei(7ht)
.been in recent weeks the kading a particular candidai
be mailed to George Lawrence,
WPC!. I, Radio-At tive
Route 2, Water Valley, Ky.

Evening of Music Audience Set To Tour
America Aboard Full Caravan el Melody

Two times in my lifetime I lived
a thousand lives waiting for a
newspaper to come off the press
so that I could look at the issue.
smell it, hold it, cherish it. Once
was on December 17, 1941. Paul
and I,. and the former lieutenantPerhaps no one knows precisely who was the first
governor of Mississippi ventured real musician in America, or when he or she
first set
on our own in Clarksdale, Miss.
to start a new daily newspaper. It foot on this American soil. But it is a fact that as long as
was ten days after Pearl Harbor there has been a country, there has been music, in
if you recall, and we had intend- America, rich in history
and accomplishment. On Moned getting the first issue out
about the end of November that day night when the Music Department of the Woman's
year. But mechanical difficulties Club observes its fourteenth annual event the privileged
made the attempt impossible. Well,
audience will enjoy a musical tour of America, with seon that fateful day, while the
Japs were shooting 'em up in the lections ranging from the early, simple follerongs to the
Pacific, and homes were being sophisticated compositions of contemporau comppsers.
broken, nothing mattered to us
The program, to be narrated by to pay national Txibute
those
except to get that first issue off
Mrs. Hendon Wright. who was re- American artists - who have dethe press.
cently elected _chairman of the veloped the love and talent in the
•
•
We intended that it should be an Music Department runs the gaunt- field of music. Taking the cue.
auspicious occasion. The Mayor of let from the mood music of the Mrs. Wright, has flipped through
Clarksdale was on hand to have early settlers, to barber shop har- the pages of history and arranged
his picture taken receiving the mony, with Gershwin, McDowell, a program to highlight the contrifirst paper. Other dignitaries were Foster and Rogers and Hammer- butions made to the world by
on hand-to make that first issue stein joining the
tour along American musicians. The audience
the big news of the year, and that America's musical way. Mrs. on Monday will have the privilege
included the war. Well, we turned Wright was assisted in planning to tour America's musical history,
the press on, everybody was the program by another "tour di— with a Kentucky flavor when Miss
Aaltje VanDenburg, teacher of
poised for the first issue to roll. rector," Mrs. Thad Fagan.
We want you to know that the
President John Kennedy has Related Arts and Crafts at the
,wheels of that press never moved. designated the year 1962 as a time University of Tennessee of Ten'We worked and we worked and
we worked and finally the Mayor
went home and everybody else
did and we said we'd call them
when we were ready. It was two
weeks later when the first issue
The arrival of the Kentucky Citation? Well, you're wrong.
was printed and by then our comThe answer's Kincem. Never
petitor had made such fun of us Derby invarably spurs racing fans
we decided to go on and print the into countless arguments as to heard of him? At first, neither did
paper and forget the fanfare. Of which was the greatest horse of most racing enthusiasts of the 19th
century. And neither did we until
course you know we had to sell all time.
It's generally conceeded that the reading an article in "One for the
advertising, gather the news
everyday for two weeks, like as horse with the greatest number of Book."
how the paper was coming out victories would be the logical
Born in Hungary in an extremethat day. It was a mess!
Choice, but to pick such a steed is ly well-to-do stable, Kincem was
the epitome of ugliness. The
no easy task.
The other time I went through
Look at the records . . . weigh horse's bony frame and listless
my Gethesmani waiting for a the facts ... compare .. . analyze attitude immediatly disgusted his
paper to come off the press was . ..
owner and he sold the "nag" for
fifteen years ago today. This ocCome up with an answer? Sea- a trivial sum.
(Continued on pageJeight)
Evidently Kincem's new owner
biscuit, Man 0' War, Gallant Fox,

a

nessee, Mal an Branch, will sing
folk songs to her own accompaniment on the autoharp. The autoharp is a somewhat modern version of the early American zither
On which many an immortal folk
song was composed.
Mrs. Leonora Bushart, chairman of the Music Department,
concludes her term with the end of
the club ytar and to her is due
much credit for the many outstanding programs and events undertaken by the department under
her leadership.
Hostesses for -the evening of
music are Mesdames W. M. Blackstone, chairman, H. L. Bushart,
Glenn Walker and Mrs. Bushart.
The complete program, which begins at eight o'clock follows:
Folk songs:
Miss Aaltje VanDenburg with
Autoharp accompanitunent.
Piano Duet: "Swanee River"
Stephen Foster, , Debbie Wheeler,
Merideth Miller.
Piano Solo: "Idyll," E. MacDow(Continued on papa four)

Service Times
Change Sunday
At SF Baptist

Combs Sends Local Jaycees To Visit
Governors Of Arkansas, Mississippi

"Explore Kentucky Wet..k.- officially begin, xt
week, but if the local Jaycees have anything to do ith
it, interested citizens of Arkansas and Mississippi
afternoon,
Beginning Si in ,1,,y
will be exploring Fulton, too. Governor Bert Combs has
South
of
the
the night services
will
be
appointed
seven members of the local Junior Chamber
Church
Fulton Baptist
moved up. Baptist Training Union of Commerce as ambassadors of goodwill ti the States
will meet at 5:00 p. m. and the
and loaded with gifts and
worship service will follow at 6:00 of Arkansas and Mississippi,
p. m. Gerald Richardson, Director honors for the governors of both States the groups will
of the Training Union, said the leave next Tuesday.
early time will make it possible
Going to Mississippi to visit with Governor Ross
for parents of young children to
attend the services and still get Barnett are Harold Henderson, Jant‘s'Butts. Dan Taylor
them to bed on time. The early and Bill Bennett. To Arkansas will go Paul Kasnow,
warship time will also allow for
certain Meetings after the ,service; Jimmy Needham and Duck Smith for a visit with Govsuch as Youth Fellowship, Com- ernor Orval Faubus.
mittee meeting, etc.
The church has three worship
services each Sunday: 8:30 a. m.
10:55 a. m., and 6:00 p. m. .
Sermons for each service this
week will come from the final
chapters of 2 Chronicles and the
Book of Ezra. Those who are following the plan to "Read The
Bible Through in 1962" will complete the first-chapter of Nehemiah
on Sunday. The public is invited
totIttend all the services.

Fribten 'rind South Fulton.
The groups will present the, ' Other groups wnl visit the govGovernors with a rocking r Chair ernors of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
and hand-woven ties made -in Mississippi. Tennessee, West VirBerea, sportswear from the Henry ginia, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama,
I. Siegel Company, tiecans -from Arkansas and Michigan.
Roper Pecan Company in HickThe Governor said that Judson
man, and of course honorary Edwards. assistant to the Commistitles of Kentucky Colonels. The sioner of Public Safety, and State
local Jaycees are among a small .Taycee President Dan Stewart of
number of persons over Kentucky Pineville will allett- present Kendesignated to make the goodwill tucky arts and crafts items to
tours and it couldn't happen to Voit Gilmore. director of the U. S.
nicer guys from finer-Amens than Travel Service in Washington, D.
C., during that week.
Edwards is serving as chairman of "Explore Kentucky Week."
Combs said the U. S. Travel
Service is featuring information
about Kentucky in its new inforThen, in the midst of he struggle
Kincem slowly pulled away and mation centers in several Eurofinished several lengths ahead of pean countries. He said these cen-.
ters will soon have Kentucky arts
his challenger.
and crafts products on display.
The victery was the start of an
amazing career.
Through the
SALVATION PICKUP!
years, Kincem won well over forty
The
Men's Social Service Cenraces in the same unorthodox
ter of the Salvation Army of
manner.
Memphis will have a truck here
What finally happened to the on Monday, May 7. Clean out your
remarkable •"ugly duckling"? He attic and closets and _support this
retired, undefeated, and spent the worthy cause. You may call the
rest of his days roaming the fa- Chamber of Commerce for pick-up
miliar pastures of his youth . . . service-.

Derby Time!It's Time To Ponder Greatest Horse Of History
At the starter's gun the steeds
charged off, battling each other
for the lead position. But scranny
Kincem? He idily wandered to the
traekside, much to his jockey's
dismay, and began munching on
But then came the day of Kin- morsels of grass.
race.
cem's first
The incident left the hecklers
As the sound of the trumpeter howling with laughter, but Kinechoed across the track, the horses cem suddenly bolted toward the
pranced proudly to the starting
rest of the pack.
line. And suddenly the cheers,.
from the stands turned Into chuckThe ternpermental horse passed
les—a seranny nag lumbered its one horse after another until it
way to the starting line.
developed into a two-horse race.
saw possibilities in him for he allowed the horse to work out with
other steeds of the racing stable
—much to the amusement of the
local observers.
_

West Kentucky Area Council AFL-CIO Points Out
Gregory Showed Vital Concern For Labor, Others
The West Kentucky Labor Council AFL-CIO, gave the candidacy of
Noble J. Gregory for Congressman a
real boost in a recent publication
when it pointed out the voting record
of the former Congressman ftom the
First District. The voters of the 20county, First District should be grateful to the Western Kentucky area
council for revealing the fair and honest manner in which Mr. Gregory
voted on vital issues from 1947 to
1956. The record indidates that Mr.
Gregory showed real concern for
ALL OF HIS CONSTITUENTS; instead of catering to A few special interests whose influence might be
valuable at the polls.
The story in the KENTUCKY
LABOR NEWS of April 28 pointed out.
too, that Gregory has been extremely
fair to labor in his.voting record and
we quote, vecbatim, from the Labor
News, the particular labor legislation
that Mr. Gregory advocated.
$700 Income Tax Exemption— .
Gregory voted RIGHT for a motion
to increase by $100 the tax exemption
for all taxpayers and dependents and
to eliminate tax loopholes for stockholders.
Atomic Energy Give-Away-Gregory voted RIGHT against passage of an act giving taxpayers' $12
billion investment in atomic energy
to private monopolies without protection for public power groups or consumers.
Postal Pay —Gregory voted
RIGHT against a motion to cut a proposed pay raise for. postal workers.
Public Housing —
Gregory voted _ _
RIGHT against an amendment to eliminate provisions for public housing
from the Ilousing Act of 1955.
Natural Gas -Gregory voted
RIGHT against passage of a bill to
perm it producers of natural gas to increase gas prices without government
approval.
Unemployment Compensation —
1(Tas RIGHT on this key vat
Gregery .
He voted against an amendment to
the Social Security Bill which discontinued federal regulation of unemployment compensation laws and permitted states to force unemployed
workers to act as strike breakers or
forfeit compensation.
Farm Price Supports —
Gregory
voted RIGHT for a bill, later vetoed
by.President Eisenhower, to support
basic crops at 90 percent of parity and
to assist farmers with soil bank pro-

"I Am Your Library
I have swashbuckling fiction
that will ,kidnap you away to the
China Sea, or parachute you behind
enemy lines, or splash you with the
salt spray of Jack London's high seas.
I have little books of poems you
can slip in your pocket and read on
the train.

visions.

Point Four —
Gregory voted
RIGHT against a motion to eliminate
from the Foreign Economic Cooperation Act funds for Point Four, a program to prevent Communist expansion by relieving distress and raising
the standard of living in backward
areas.
Civil Service —
Gregory voted
WITH LABOR on a motion to eliminate a section permitting three government agencies to discharge employees arbitrarily, undermining civil
service and veterans' preference protection
Hospital Construction —
Gregory
voted RIGHT for an amendment to
increase funds for hospital construction by $25 million dollars.
&clod Construction —
Gregory
voted RIGHT for an amendment to
to increase by $6 million funds for
school construction in areas where
servicemen and defense workers families crowded existing facilities. This
program covered more than a million
children in 2,600 school districts
throughout the country.
Offshore Oil — •
•
Gregorr% voted
RIGHT against a vote_ to overrule the
Supreme Court and give offshore oil,
gas and mineral resources valued at
$50 billion to $300 billion to coastal
states instead of using this revenue
for schools or other purpose to benefit all U. S. citizens..
While the publication pointed out
some instances where labor leaders
thought the former congressman voted wrong on a few issues that might
have concerned labor's leadership. the
vote was indicative that Mr. Gregory
was Vitally concerned with the welfare of all the people he was elected
to represent.
We think it unfair to publish
here the meager six instances where
labor leaders thought Mr. Gregory
was wrong concerning his vote on
other legislation until those labor
leaders tell us WHY he was wrong.
Merely to say that Mr. Gregory was
wrong to vote for aid to education,
unemployment compensation, fair
employment practices, minimum
wage and some provisions of the
Taft-Hartley Law is to condemn Mr.
Gregory for voting for the interests
of other groups he represented, instead of being led around by a wanted-to-be favored few
pression of worth in the history of
the world.
I have dictionaries that can show
you how to spell Popocatepetl.
I have biographies to inspire you,
political analyses to arouse you,
philosophy to help you to understand.

I can help your children turn C's
into B's and B's into A's.
I have for the asking. the wisdom
of Socrates, the orations of -aniel Webster, the brimstone of Leo Duocher—
almost every original thought and ex-

I am a time machine to whisk
you into the exciting days of Dostoevski, Cervante, Dumas and F. Scott
Fitzgerald.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

I am the fountainhead of culture,
intelligence and civilization in your
community.

Voted "Vest All Around" in class In Kentucky
In IOSi Kentucky Press Association judging
In Mt and Nosorable Mention ta

Also Second !dace
laid

I wonder why I don't see you
more often?

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded In 18ti
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I can help you with your golf
game, sail boat, income tax, vacation
plans, camera, career and dreams.
And I can help you understand the
mysteries of the space age.

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publlsgers

'STRICTLY BUSINESS

Blessed are they who have the
gift of making friends, for it is one Of
God's best gifts.
—Thomas Hughes
Friendship is the only cement
that will ever hold the world together.

---WoOdrow Wilson

brave fighting, the Confect. - .'es
were forced to withdraw. On May
7 another fight was staged near
West Point between newly-landed
Federals and Confederates on the
banks of the Pamunky river. The
powerful Union army could be
slowed, but not stopped. On May
18, McClellan, the Union commander, had made his headquarters at White House less than 30
miles from Richmond. The Confederates gathered before Richmond, but it seemed that nothing
could stop McClellan's forces. And
the South lost other advantages.
The move of McClellan's forces
up the peninsula caused the evacuation of Norfolk on May 11 by
the Confederate army. There was
a lack of communication between
the army and navy, and the sol-

diers in grey were gone from the
city before the officers of the
C. S. S. Virginia (the old Merrimack) knew it. Norfolk navy yard
was destroyed by the Confederates; the Virginia was run ashore
near Craney Island in the harbor
and set afire because her wooden
sides were too exposed to permit
battle. The famous "Merrimack"
was no more and a day later the
U. S. S. Monitor moved into
Norfolk and tied up at the Merrimack's dock.
One of the Shiloh Battle reports published in the papers was
that many of the southern soldiers were armed with the newest
type rifles which had just been
brought in by blockade runner
front England.
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of Kentucky Folklore

"I spend the morning filing papers and the afternoon
trying to find them I"
1
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FROM THE FILES:--

Terning Back The Clock-may

8, 1942

The Price Administration Office
in Cleveland requested T. T.
Boaz, mayor of Fulton, to act as
chairman of a meeting Friday
night at City Hall for the purpose
of explaining the new regulations
pertaining to the over-all price
ceiling. Urgent invitations have
been sent to business men and
civic organizations in Fulton and
Hickman counties. This meeting is
expected to help in setting up
plans for carrying out the ceiling
price program as decreed by the
government and its effect is expected to be felt immediately.

A good crowd turned out to see
the annual Lions .Club minstrel
last Friday night at the Science
Hall Auditorium. James Warren
and Jimmie Mullenix, members of
the Lions Club directed the show.
Fulton High School's Bulldogs,
succeeded the Colts of Murray
Training School Saturday, May 2
as king of the Jackson Purchase
Conference Track.
Save on your whole food bill at
A & P Food Storer: Sirloin Steak,
center cut - 41c lb; Donuts, 13c
doz.; Cigarettes, $1.21 carton,;
Silver Dust, with dish towel,
large package - 25c.

Fulton Tigers remained undefeated up through Wednesday's
game, by taking another from the
Union City Greyhound Wednesday
night by a score of 3 to 2.

The senior class of South Fulton high school published an annual for the first time. Those listed in the Who's who were as follows: Prettiest girl, Nelle Bizzle;
best looking boy. Leon Faulkner;
most studious, Betty Sue Fry and
Billy Stem; most popular, Jackie
Matthews and John McConnell;
best all-around, Ruth Ellen Valentine and Guy Brooks; Laziest students, Helen Welch and Billy
Johnston; best athlete, Amelia
Day and John McConnell: quietest, Betty Sue Fry and Seldon Morris; wittiest, Dorothy Valentine
and Guy Brooks and Royce Lee
Dyer; most likely to succeed, Betty Sue Fry and Billy Stem; most
sarcastic, Dolores Caldwell and
Royce Lee Dyer; Miss Louise
Nanney was chosen "Miss South
Fulton."

Karl Kimberlin, who has finished a '12-week course invocational
training at Jackson in blueprint
reading, sheet metal and riveting,
has left for St. Louis to enter defense work. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Kimberlin.
Eggs are weapons, too, states A.
J. Chadwell, U-T Agricultural Extension poultryman. in calling attention to the fact that more eggs
are now needed for our armed
forces and for shipments under
the Lend-Lease program.
The sale of war stamps in the
Fulton city school last week
totaled $65.

117

100 Years Ago This Week
An Iti•torical review of TIM CIVIL WAR PAY-BY-DAY
publication of melt, one hundred veer. •ent eelelnal
I.
wording from ref rent, • n the Library of Congreaa. W•shington. Reporting
oonallv very one-•Iriedl K seek to be fair I,, ro•eraee and
a5 in the paper% •
,
e ••atior al balance .
kV
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First Week in May 1962
May of 1862 began with a year
of the Civil war past, and an
over-powering Union Army seemingly squeezing the life from the
South. Everywhere the forces"
driving back the Confederates
were overpowerint ... it seemed.
But the Civil War which made
military history was just beginning.
McClellan's forces of 100,000
met; before Yorktown had settled
down to a siege. McClellan used a
balloon to spy upon the Confederates and reported that there
were over 100,000 soldiers "armed
with the latest type of improved
rifles" holding Yorktown. (Actually there were.,fewer than 15,000).
At Conrad's Store, in the Shenandoah Valley, the small army
under Jackson (about 8,000 men)
began on May First to move south
down the muddy roads of the Valley to their surprise attack upon
the Union forces at McDowell.
Ewell with 8,500 men marched
from the Culpepper area across
the Blue Ridge to guard Jackson's
rear. The Valley Campaign had
begun!
May 4 the Union general in the
Valley, Banks, reported that Jackson's forces was "greatly demoralized and broken" and that Jackson had led his men from the Valley of the Shenandoah toward
Richmond. Banks was moving
back north, getting ready to join
the troops who were headed for
McClellan's army before RichmonVBanks, and the Northern
army leaders were to learn otherwise about Jackson's army.
Instead of being demoralized,
the small army under Stonewall
Jackson spent three days digging
through the mud between what is
now Elkton, Virginia, and Port

MeRTS/RY

Republic. (About 15 miles) At
that place Jackson led his men up
through the Blue Ridge pass of
Brown's Gap, down the mountain
to Meechum's River, and to the
waiting cars of the Virginia Central R. R. The men thought they
were going east to Richmond.
They moved instead westward to
Staunton, then another twenty
miles to where they hit the Union
army under Fremont at McDowell.
Jackson used the V. M. I. cadets who had come up the Valley
to join him at Staunton. After
driving Fremont's men northward
through the Alleghenies, Jackson
wheeled and turned back northward to Harrisonburg where he
was joined by the 8,000 men under
Ewell. Jackson was now ready for
the other moves in the campaign
which history has called "The
Valley Campaign."
The first week of May also saw
the Confederate evacuation of
Yorktown. New Orleans had been
occupied by the Union troops on
April 29. The Confederates veterans of Shiloh based at Corinth,
Miss., were moving south to Tupelo while the Union forces under
Halleck were moving slowly down
from Pittsburg Landing. The
Union army moved only a few
miles each day and dug trenches
every night to prevent any such
surprise attack as had almost
overwhelmed the Northern army
at Shiloh.
Union forces had occupied all
of Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds
in North Carolina. Ft. Macon and
New Bern had been captured. The
Battle of Williamsburg took place
on May 5, 1862. It was a holding
action with 3,000 casualties on
both sides, by the Confederates
who sought to delay the march of
the Federals up the Peninsula toward
Richmond. Despite the

The favorite saying of one of we played Dare Base and Town
our Fidelity neighbors, especially Ball or Stealing Goods, no quesabout weather and emotional peo- tions were asked about the moral
ple, was "One extreme follows an- code of one's log cabin or shack or
other," He was a stern, rather 'better house. Startingly, some of
hard-featured man, not very much the second generation of those
liked by his contemporaries, but, lowest families have advanced
in the words of some character in farther in material things and
John Fox, Jr's, stories, "He said even in education than lots of the
a mouthfulZ-F'robably no better children from homes that were
saying could describe the semi- above average.
pioneer way of life, the way that
Though nearly every boy took a
I knew in Fidelity.
fling at going to parties or other
Side by side in our community, social events in homes that were
and all other primitive communi- below one's own social level, in
ties, lived the good and the bad, general a few such excursions
sometimes extreme types of each. cured the wandering boy, and he
Puritanical codes of morality returned to the more select group
were believed in and practiced by that his parents and his best
most of the best people at Fideli- neighbors approved of. Not much
ty even those who hardly lived up was said about this, but communiin their practice to their codes of ty feeling somehow determined
conduct still upheld the ideal. On one's ultimately going with his
the other hand there were those own crowd. In my time, at least,
who seemed to have no fear of there was no obvious ill feeling
moral laws and,who were as un- between one social group and anrestrained as animals. It was not other, through there was probably
necessary for our parents to quote some quiet sneering and toothsome instance from literature or gritting.
even the Bible to drive home a
great truth; not far away would
Through our churches were
be someone who illustrated some supposed to be very democratic,
horrible violation of decency and they were far less so than our
morality. Just what the other schools. Of course, everybody
group said about the ones of us went to church and were too much
who tried to be a little ' '-r tied to one to scorn the other two.
red; Some of this was religion, probthan the ordinary I never
they probably held us up to their ably; certainly much of it was an
brats as horrible examdles, too.
effort to avoid being bored with
But, in spite of the two ex- life; church services at or near
tremes, my father had to be the Fidelity offered some outlet for
doctor of them all. He delivered one's feelings or prejudices or
the legitimate and the illcr-ir'ate; even one's sense of humor; behe was the family physician of the sides, a church service offered a
orderly and the disorderly; he fellow a chance to catch up on the
gave his services to the poorest news and the gossip. Only once in
and the most worthless, it always my whole career did anything ocseemed to me as willingly as to cur at Sulphur Springs Church
the better-fixed families. And that somewhat shocked the morewhen the humblest or the most staid Methodists. On a farm near
ornery fellow came after the doc- by lived a beared tenant who was
.tor, Father saddled his old yellow a great shouter and a would-be
horse and rode away, for a suffer- singer. One night at our church
ing human being is a sad spec- the fellow got emotionally. out of
tacle, regardless of his morals or control and began to shout and
sing some songs that were hardly
lack of them.
dignified enough for church; in
At our school at Fidelity we fact, some of his songs had drifted
had absolute democracy, no mat- into our neighborhood from wild
ter how things might go in our places in the big towns to the
social life outside the school. No north of us, songs that were slightteacher that I had at Fidelity ever ly suggestive and worldly. I canshowed any public partiality to not recall now how the good brosome boy or girl merely because ther was finally silenced, but this
of family prominence or slighted never occurred again. Otherwise
others because they came from we went on our way at Sulphur
questionable surroundings. When Springs in .our own fashion.
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You'll Say they're delicious!
1

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street
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SOYBEAN SEED
$3.25 Bu.
$3.25 BR.
$3.25 Bu.

HOOD
CLARK
OGDON

QUALITY CONSIDERED,
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

COTTON SEED
CERTIFIED U. T. RECOMMENDED VARIEITES
DIXIE KING
REX
EMPIRE
DELTA PINE SMOOTH LEAF
STONEVILLE 7
DELTAPINE 15

- SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
S. Fulton

Phone 399

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERA.TIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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Diary of Doin's

NT I

Engagement of Miss Paula Jones
And Mr. Roy Byrd Is Announced

Now all this - harrowing explanation has another happy ending. Last year the men golfers at
For folks who are not golf "addicts," and there are the club started a "kitty" to award
many, the game must seem like an awful waste of time to the guy who made a hole-inand it wasn't surprising, as
chasing a little white ball all over God's green acres. one
you can see that nobody got it.
But to those folks who are "possessed" by the desire to The fund carried over into this
hit that little ball around nine holes in the lea§t number year with a little more added and
of course it was Max's to have
of strokes possible it is a frustrating, intense,;challeng- and
to hold and to spend. Did he
ing, relaxing, exacting, time-consuming pastime that spend it . . . he did! He didn't
captivates the mind and the body like nothing else on think it was fair for him toget the
award because he thought of the
earth. Make no mistake, we're not going to defend or idea,
so he takes his well earned
condemn the game, though we've done both on occa- 'and well deserved loot and buys
sions, but we'd like to tell you what it means when you a television set for the clubhouse.
Now we don't know whether
read that a golfer made a "hole-in-one" and such an ac- that
was a real good idea or not.
complishment merits a front page story of your news- Everytime the members view the
a
almost
special
merits
it
truth,
picture on the screen we can imapaper. To tell you the
gine they will be thinking . .
edition. Last week you may have read that Max Mc- "how
in the world did he do it?"
in
and
Dade made a hole-in-one on the local golf course
And that's a good question . .
case you want to know we'll tell you exactly what it how DID he do it? Now let's see
... be walks up to the tee, he jabs
means.
the wood in the ground . . . aw
Max accomplished this not-too- you've seen President Eisenhower let's forget it: We do all those
often-heard-of-success last week carry them around so much. Also things and where does the ball
on hole number five at the Fulton Bing Crosby. Bob Hope, Virginia land? Ask anybody who has had
Country Club. Number five is Rogers, Betty Vowell Johnny the misfortune to play with me.
considered, among golfers out Henson and others.
Carl Arrington called his mothState Line way, a "short" hole. It
So Max "tees up" on number
might be for all we know, but to five. He kinda shuffles his feet er from Charleston, S. C. this
us it seems as long as the rest. around to stand solid on terra week and reported that he is well
But actually it is some shorter than firma. He does a kind of modified and happy in Uncle Sam's Navy.
the others and it is 195 yards twist, to make sure he's relaxed, Carl is stationed aboard the U. S.
long. If you don't play golf and. his stance is right, his grip on the Stalwart and "Skipper" Arrington
want to see just how long that is, club is exact, his shoulders flexed was aft when it took to the wajust go out and measure it. You'll properly, and that he's got his eye ters for a recent trial run. He liked the waters fine, but wouldn't
find it's a ".tur piece" away.
squarely on that miserable little
admit that maybe he got a little
the
in
right
ball
that
hit
To
ball.
Anyhow, for you folks who don't
seasick. He told his mother that
can't
you
that
say
pros
the
center,
about
play golf and know nothing
everybody did and that
golf, almost
it, here's what Max McDade did. be thinking of anything but
surely must include ole land-lubno
no
asphalt,
contracting
no
He goes up to a well mowed plot
ber Carl.
of ground called a "tee". He jabs gravel, no roads. And it's for sure
these
all
doing
was
Max
that
of
into the ground a small piece
We wish sometime that a.memwood about an inch and a half things.
ber, or members of the Nifty
the
long; kinda shaped round on
So then he whams that little Needle Sewing Club would decide
top and pointed at the end and it's white ball. It zooms into the air, to have a meeting and determine
that's
also called a tee. You see
it makes a cracking sound as it why our sewing machine never
how the mowed ground got its leaves the earth. It's headed to- makes the same stitch twice. Last
you
name, because that's where
ward another beautifully mowed week the club met at the home of
put the tee in the ground so you plot of ground called a green, Mrs. Leon Hutchens at one o'clock
prein
can place a golf ball on it
somewhere on which there is a and a dessert course was served
paartion for hitting it with a golf little hole in the ground, ill jazzed by the hostess and a business
busiclub. No need to go into this
up with metal, about four inches meeting was held. Do you think
ness of the golf clubs, because in diameter, and marked by a, gai- that they could put on their
ly colored flag a-top a pole -of agenda, when the club meets again
some sort. That was Max's target. in the home of Mrs. Eugene Copeland, the problem of our sewing
Now picture this. Here's the lit- machine. Sure hope so!
tle hole in the ground 195 feet
Those attending were: Mrs.
away, surrounded by sand traps, a Copeland, Mrs. Clyde Fields, Mrs.
creek, several clumps of trees, a Karl Kimberlin, Mrs. George A.
pasture to the left and another Carter, Mrs. Elmer Shaw, M. J.
fairway to the right and players C. King a visitor, Mrs. Carlton
walking and hitting all around Clark and the hostess.
him. Does that little white ball
zooming through the air encountThe Beautification Committee of
er any of these other -targets? You the Twin Cities Development Asbet your life it didn't.'It plops to sociation will make the "green
the ground with the efficiency of thumb" artists around ,these parts
PROTECT
TO HELP
radar .. it rolls after hitting the real outdoor fans. The association
THE "PRIME OF LIFE" well-mowed green, keeps rolling, is sponsoring a "Yard - of - the and where does it end up . . . Month" competition and we can
You've been hoping for a forright in that little hole in the say that there's an awful lot of
mula like this — with extra pocompetition around these Parts.
tency to support a positive sense
The first yard of the month will
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipobe selected this month and we're
commore
the
as
well
as
tropes,
anxious to see what beauty nature
plete vitamin-mineral protection
will bring tp you when you .see
desirable for the mature adult.
the garden Selected by the corbAll Makes and Models
mittee.
•
MOTOROLA
Say "It's In The News"
Sales and Service
•
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Happy Birthday

'THAT'S ALL?'

The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
on their birthday.

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure_ and your scrapbook)

May 3: J. H. Patterson, Jr BetMrs. J. B.
tie Lou Lee; May
Varden, Crbie Lou Bolin; May 5:
Mrs. Bertes Pigue, Hallean Matlock; May 6: Eugenia Harris Lowe,
Waiter Voelpel, Margaret L. Harrison, Louise Meadows, Buford
Weatherspoon, Dean Collier, Gertie May Harper; May 7: Mrs. W.
B. Holman, ludy Burton, Mrs.
Elizabeth Shankle; May 8: Mrs.
Leon Browder, Gaylor Varden,
Norman Fulcher; May 9: Umphrey
McKendree, Gail Cooley, Gary.
Cathey, Jerry Hopkins, Mrs. Paul
Tubeville.

•its true...you wear this au/sizing new Sono/one hearing aid M.//
IN YOUR CRC No cord, nothing
worn anywheiT else. The smallest
Sonotone ever, it weighs only
half an ounce, including battery.

capsules

408 Lake Phones 70-428

Wade Television
Ill Lake St.

WOULD YOU

Phone 451

like

Hanna Paint to deliver a
beautiful

1962

Admiral

Duplex Refrigerator-Freez-

I

Want Heavy
Tonnage of-

GRAIN
SILAGE?

er Combination to your
home absolutely

OF PADUCAH
Box 1133
120 S. 5th St.

"This party is very dull," said
Batteries, hearing aid supplies:
the rude guest to the hostess, "I
CITY DRUG COMPANY
am going to leave."
Fulton, KY.
"Well," the hostess replied. 408 Lake Si,
"that'll help some."

Salads)

Love
11
VINEGAR

Miss Jones
The Rev. and Mrs. Paul A. Paducah, Kentucky. She is presJones of Crutchfield, Route 1. an- ently employed as bookkeeper and
nounce the engagement of their secretary of West Kentucky Seed
daughter, Paula Dean to Roy Company, Cayce, Kentucky.
Jewell Byrd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Byrd is a graduate of FulVerlie Byrd of Crutchfield, Ken-,
gham High School in the Class of
tucky.
1959 and is presently enrolled as a
Miss Jones is a graduate of Junior at Murray State College,
Fulton County High School in the majoring in mathematics and phyclass of 1958 ,and a 1959 graduate sics.
of Draughon's Business College.
Wedding plans are incomplete:

'111

S
SPEA
Appleacia aDuftlixi,
VINEGARS

Tangy!
Full-Bodied!

Be SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS I

FULTON BANK
announces a

PERSONAL LOAN DEPARTMENT
now in operation

FREE?
your choice of five decorat-

or colors — four awarded
per month! Come in today
for full details — nothing

;Sella
d
of
iryrraie
.
clu°1-Pl
A great
in-forage)
tonnage!
high
high
(gra forwith
extra
r:::
bred'
yields. A favo
°ninelive•tock
farm
with
GREAT DUAL
PuRPOU HYBRID

to buy!

A. C. BUTTS and SONS
FULTON
EAST STATE LINE
—PHONE 202—

This new service is in keeping with progressive banking for the area
that it serves. HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr., is in charge of this new
'',nartment.
Loans made for:
Purchasing automobiles
Purchasing appliances
Signature loans
Consolidation loans
Any other personal needs

By All
means Plant
DEMB

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth St.

-

SONOTONE

GERIATRIC
CITY DRUG CO.

r.

ground all jazzed up with metal
. . . 195 yards away and Max
and his fellow playels are standing to see where'it Was going to
land. All this was done without
any electronic devices, just Max's
eagle-eye and his ability to hit a
ball right where it ought to be
hit.

The News reports your - - - -

This nEAT service is primarily for salaried people and offers an addi
tional service to our present lending policies. The Fulton Bank solicits
your patronage. Come by and discuss your financial problems with us.

FULTON BANK
MEMBER:FDIC

"Safety

Service

Satisfaction"
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Woman's Club To Page'5 The
Here Program On MUSICAL TOUR—
Communism

Aaron A. Bowlin

McClure.
Aaron Ary (Trigg) Bowlin, well
Women's Chorus: To a Wild
(Continued from page oae)
known resident of Fulton for over
Rose, E. MacDowell; Go Down
43 years, died April 26 at 11:15 p.
Moses, Arr. by H. T. Burleigh;
ell, Mandel Browr.
m. at his home on West State
— Vyron Holiday for Strings, David Rove.
Quartette:
Baroarshop
Line.
LonClaude Ramsey Williams, promiJ. C. Suggs, Frank Mesdames Charles Gregory.
Mr. Bowlin was a retired carThe following persons were
nent Obion County farmer, died
nie Roper, Tillman Adams, Nelson
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, newly Welch, Ronnie Babb.
been
had
and
painter
and
penter
patients in the Fulton Hospitals
George AllApril 26, at 8:20 p. m. at the Jones
president of the Fulton
Piano Quartette: — "Prosperity Tripp, Frank Welch,
in falling health for about a year. elected
Bennett,
at the
hospital after an illness of two
Ferber, Laths Exum, britten, Charles Robert
1877 in Weakley Coun- Woman's Club, will preside
in
March".
Born
HILLYIEW HCASPTTAL
meeting of the club Peggy Reams, Laura Hefley, Mol- Bertes Pigue, Win Wharrel and
weeks. He was 69.
ty. Tenn., he was the son of the final open
Mrs. Archie Rushton, Mrs. G. W.
Miss Kay French.
He was born July 11, 1892 in late Seth and Elmira Westbrook Friday afternoon, May 4th at 2:00 lie Alexander.
Holly,' Mrs. Robert Bone, E. E.
Director, Mrs. Walter Voelpel,
Weakley County, Tenn., the son Bcrwlin. He was a longtime mem- o'clock.
Vocal Solo: Medley, Rogers and
Mount, Ray Dalrymple. Wayne
Hostesses for the meeting will Hammerstein, Mrs. Nelson Tripp Accompan; t, Mrs. Leonora Busof the late John Allen and Betty ber of the Central Church of
Hawks, Mrs. Susie Hillman, Mrs.
be members pf the Hospitality —ace. by Mandel Brown.
hart.
Ramsey Williams. He was engag- Christ.
JONES HOSPITAL
Robert Lamb, Lucy Patterson,
W. W. Burcham, Mrs. Edith ed in farming in Obion County
Trumpet Trio: "Autum Tones", Piano Solo: "Rhapsody in Blue",
Survivors include his widow, Committee.
Odesa Hailey, all of Fulton; Marichairman,
Wright
Hendon
Mrs.
2.
Barry Adams, John Reed; Mike Gershwin, Mrs. Gus Bard.
fra-4savosen, Marion Butler and Nall, Mr. and Mrs. Her,chel Cash- and lived on Fulton, Route
Mrs. Edna Leona Smith Bowlin, a
He was a member of the Cum- son, Gilbert Bowlin, a grandson, assisted by Mrs. Arch Huddleston
Mrs. Milton Counce all of South ion, Mrs. Dan Hastings, Randy
J.
Barnes, will present
Fulton; Mrs. Elizabeth Raley, Brockwell, Louis George Gray all berland Presbyterian Church and Ken Bowlin. a sister, Mrs. Lettie and Rev. T.
on the book, "MasCayce; George Ceothran, S. D. of Fulton; Mrs. Maud Vincent, an elder In the church. He was an Stem, Dresden and a half-brother, a skit based
Deceit" by J. Edgar HoopGrissom and Mrs. Arnold Work Dukedom; Dennis Cooper, Martin; Obion County road commissioner Golden Bowlin of Dresden, and ters of
er. The book is an attempt to exall of Dukedom; Mrs.-Ella. Mae C. T. Farmer. Martin Route 3; and former member of the Obion several nieces and nephews.
what it is,
Coleman, Union City; Leonard Mrs. Dewey Crocker, Clinton; county Fiscal Court.
Funeral services were held at plain Communism—
what its aims are,
Warning, Wingo Route 1; Mrs. Mrs. Ed Archer, Union City; Mrs. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. 3:30 p, m. April 28 at the Horn- how it works,
Love Parker Williams, two daugh- beak Funeral Chapel. Mr. Harry and most important of all what is
Sue James, Water Valley; Jack Joe Atwill, Hickman.
ters, Mrs. L. H. Cooke of Gadsden. Owens officiated. Interment was needed to know to combat it.
Hickman, Fulton Route 2; Jimmy
GETAVELL QUICK! •
Ala., and Mrp. Billy Milner of in Pinegar's cemetery with Horn- "Masters of Deceit" is si book
Blivens, Star Route, Mayfield; Mrs.
Get well wishes are extended to Union City; a son, Charles Wil- bea4 Funeral Home in charge of that should be read by every
Louise Brockwell,•Martin Route 3;
thinking American, and memhers
the Reverend Oakley Woodside, liams of Paducah and five grand- arrangements.
Robert Schofield;Mayfield.
of the Fulton Woman's Club and
who underwent surgery Monday children.
Bailey
were:
pallbearers
Active
HOSPITAL
FULTON
services were April 27 Roberts. Cleatus M. Wilbanks, Sr., their guests are given a rare opafternoon at the Baptist Hospital
Funeral
Ward,
Bobby
Smith,
Mrs. Rosa
,.D
/ a TAM1111111//i \ in Memphis. He room number is at 3 p. m. at the Cumberland Raymond Stallins, Horace Cathey, portunity to learn more of the
Mrs. Bobby Ward, Bruce Ward, 734.
Church. Rev. Rich- Jones B.Gamblin, G. W. Madding. threats of Communism. A chalPresbyterian
'
Lee,
egja
R.
James
Scribner,
Mrs. Jurry
were: lenge to keep America free is one
ard Koons of Union City officiatHonorary pallbearers
Mrs. Joe Cochran, Mrs. Morgan
A Y --was in Fairview Dudley Morris, Bill Morris, .Take that women cannot and must not
Interment
YOU!
THANK
ed.Johnnie
Mrs.
Tate,
Goodwin, John
Funeral Cardwell, Bill Smith, Lee Ruck- ignore, the program leader said.
°YQLJR V
°Irrto
I would like to thank everyone cemetery with Whitnel
Daniels, Freelan Johnson, Mrs.
Miss Joyce Owens will open the
charge of arrangements. er, R. J. Sedberry, Carl Croft, Joe
Hubert Bennett and Mrs. J. W. for the kindness shown me durir Home in
Star
"The
by
singing
program
Cumthe
of
Elders
and
Deacons
Bennett, Ernest Fall, Ira Cloys,
Elledge, all of Fulton; Reed Mc- my stay in the Baptist Hospital is
Spangled Banner." The program
Presbyterian Church were Nathan Forrest and Lee Earle.
Alister, Rulton Route 1; Mrs. Memphis and especially for the berland
will close with a group of patriopallActive
pallbearers.
Honorary
Doyle Friel& and Mrs. Carl Milam cards, flowers and visits.
tic numbers by the 50-voice Girls'
bearers were: Horace Reams, A. B.
L. C. "Dec" Adams
both of Fulton Route 2; Mrs.
Chorus of South Fulton, directed
Thacker, James C. Croft, Clayton
by Mrs. Nelson Tripp and accomHenderson, John King, Carl Ropanied by Bob Anderson.
bey.
Charlie Henry Smith, former
Mrs. Mitchell will preside at a
resident, died
Fulton County
"Dutch Luncheon" for the memApril 27 at 2:15 a. m. in Memphis. bers of the Board of Directors of
Survivors include two • sons.
the Club at 12:30 p. m. in the priRadford Smith of Knoxville and
SAVE
vate dining room at the Park TerAlbert Rolley Owens, retired Dr. Charles H. Smith of Memphis,
memAll
board
race
Restaurant.
Obion county farmer of near three grandchildren, three sisters,
bers for the 1961-62 club year are
AUTOMATIC
South Fulton, died at 1:45 p. m. Mrs. Laura Scott of Fulton, Mrs.
urged to attend this important
April 29 in a Fulton hospital Della Cooper of Hickman; two
meeting on Thursday, May 3.
where he had been a patient for brothers, Dave and Jake Smith of
.
Fulton, and several nieces and
a month. He was 81.
Services were held at 2 p. m. nephews.
STAINLESS STEEL
were held
April 30 at the White-Ranson
Filneral services
BLADES, ROTATES
Rev.
NaThe
the
Funeral Home chapel.
April 29 at 2:30 p. m. at
OSMVAETGIECTAALBLLYEs
TP
UO
AH
c
Memin
David Kidwell officiated and
tional Funeral Chapel.
al followed in, East View ceme- phis, with interment in Memphis.
tery.
EGGS, NUTS, ETC, ' ift
Pallbearers were: James A.
PRICE
I..
W.
LOW
Burcham,
LOW
Roberts, Randall
Jolley, Jr. Fred Jolley, John MarUnited Church Women of Fulvin Owens and James B. Owens.
Mrs. John H. Maxwell, native of ton will participate in the nation
Layce
Mrs.
wife,
his
mothleaves
He
wide observance of May FellowWeakley County, Tenn., and
Jonakin Owens; a daughter, Mrs. er of Mrs. Royce Cocke of Fulton, ship Day on May 4. With an inEdward B. Fritts; a brother, John died April 26 at Providence Hos- teresting meeting, at the First
• It PROOF
T. Owens; a grandson, Edward pital in Detroit, Mich. She had Methodist Church. Mrs. H. N.
HIRAM WAI KER & SONS, INC., PEORIA.
SET
Owens Fritts, all of Union City, lived in Detroit for the past 40 Strong will be the principal
F
6
0
and a number of nieces and neph- years.
speaker. The theme for the Day
CWS.
Survivors Include four daugh- is "One Family Under God":
ters, Mrs. Hemer Brelsford, Church women of Fulton are takPERFECT FOR DRESSES,
Memphis, Mrs. Royce Ccrcke, Ful- ing part in discussion and study
BLOUSES, LINGERIE,
ton, Mrs. Fred Trudell and Mrs. 'groups to ' acquaint themselves
COMPARE 98c
COATS, SUITS, ETC.
Kenneth Shirt of Detroit. Mich., with the variou- aspects of the
11 grandchildren, 20 great grand- theme.
May Fellowship Day Is an anchildren and one great great
nual observance sponsored by
grandclaild.
FAMOUS BRAND
of
Cavell,' United Church Women, a general
She was a member
Illis, .
FunDetroit.
department of the National CounMethodist Church,
VALUE'
SPECIAL
,p(TRA
1
at
of
is
one
cil of Churches. Fulton
eral services were conducted
Severance Funeral Home at 1 the 2,300 local and state councils
in
burial
with
in
this
of U. C. W. taking part
p. m. April 28
1
EA: Your Choice
Grand Lawn cemetery in Detroit. year's observance.
, "Everywhere, also, we are
:.-_.....
60-75-100
—at a low price for gift-giving or wear-it yourself!
faced with the claims of people
WATT
acbe
to
states
within our fifty
_..
•
REG. 25c
corded the dignity and rights as
of
s
rural
as
retired
the responsibilitie
well
011ie Kaler, 73,
,
mail carrier, died April 28 at 4:20 members of the family of man, or
of
Veteran's
the
family
more accurately,
p. m. in the Kennedy
Hospital in Memphis following a God." Mrs.• Ward Johnson is
War
World
a
chairman for the program. There
long illness. He was
will be others taking part on this
I veteran.
4
Funeral services were held at program. These will be announced
230, May 1 in the Hornbeak Fun- later.
eral Home chapel. Rev. Hulon AlHONORED AGAIN!
len and Rev. W. T. Barnes ofAnother high scholastic honor
_
ficiated. .
Pallbearers were: H. L. Collier, has come to Miss Ruth Louise
Robert Reese, James Kell, Hubert Butts at the University of TenCorum, Ira Cloys and William Mc- nessee at Knoxville. Ruth Louise
0 QT.
has recently been given memberKelvey.
Burial was in Walnut Grove ship in Mortarboard at U. T. She
Ifornbeak
Funeral is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
cemetery.
Home had charge of arrangements. Aaron Butts of Fulton.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Floa%ce Harris and Louis Burke
both of Fulton Ftbute 3; Mrs.
Leonard Duke, Water Valley
Route 1; Guy Yates and Jim Laffon both of Water Valley Route
2; Kelly Vaughan and Howard
Jacks both of Wingo Route 1;
Michael -Patterson, Martin Route
3; Mrs. Otis Sheridan, Dresden,
Route 4; Mrs. Lillie Hopkins and
Will Carterboth of Clinton Route
1; Mrs. Effie Roper, Cayce.

Claude IL Williams

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
•,,

,

z. JOHNSON'S
ALL
Juhilee
PURPOSE
CLEANER

Charlie Henry Smith

,

Ap WALKER
2

635,4

FOOD CHOPPER

Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
hiram Walker's

Mrs. Strong Is
1.1191.(er For May
P111nwship Day

Mrs. John H. Maxwell

TEN HIGH!

5

T

t

6- PLASTIC HANGERS

7/4

SPECIAL! JUST IN TIME FOR MOTHER'S DAY!

Blod
Cut

SUP

let
Rib
Lb. 7

It's
Golden Whole

Corn
Lima
Cato
Peas..
FORDHOOK

TOMATO

TENDER SWE

Ball

LIGHT BULBS

Ladies SHORTIE Gowns

IID

011ie Kaler

* Regular slip-over styles!
*Button-front styles!
* Assorted colors!
*Lace trimmed!

CH

JUBILEE

ra-

Albert R. Owens

R EWA R1)1

STORE

SU

7'

OVEN
READY

200 KLEENEX
...,

SAVE SAVE ill 11 )2(

Para

DI

i

PLASTIC PAIL 17

Charlie Scales Store

B.EGoodrich
Lake St.

Fulton

Phone 389

11175

TERRIFIC
VALUE
'

I

NOW!MO*
Ar LOW RAYON PRICES14,
Dacron-Cotton Blend
Regularly

$5.95

Batiste Cotton
Regularly

$4.95

Plisse Cotton
Regularly

$3.98

$3.00

Dual-Ring Front

TRACTOR TIRES
GET OUR PRICE
BEFORE YOU BUY

$2.00

DUAL-RING TRIAD
'RIMS TNE SURFACE
FOR EASIER STEERING!

You get BIG O. Your Form" Tiro Repot(
. We repair bee. right in llyo ftold, or mount
1[1
o now BIG lon.e, ure for your us* whdo your
rite is being repoir,c1

- yl
L.AKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

53c Size - — Your Choice

COLGATE • FLUORIDE

NO If

CROP PAYMENT TERMS
UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY...
SCHEDULE)) to YOUR INCOME

PIETA

TOOTH PASTE

Cc•Igc.1 te.

38)14_

joifileDia
,c..
jut

EA.

Only at B.f.Coodrich

$2.50

-7

WAFER
Ui)099

of

38

HALF PINT

POLY.BOWL
MANY USES
DEEP FREEZE
LEFT OVERS
SNAP ON LID

12,

CHOCOLATE,
YELLOW

SUPER VALUE

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c Store

Apple
Banana

, 1962
Wild
Down
urleigh;
d Rose.
1', LonNelson
ge Alllennett,
net and
a

MILD & MELLOW

R;e0o 13,,,,ctq

IF

Not

Young Immature Baby Beef—Not Gross Fed Range Beet. Super Right Beef Is
Fully Matured Grain Fed Beef—One High Quality—No Confusion. One Price As Advertised.

Blue".

ET

Eight
O'Clock
Coffee

CUT FROM FULLY MATURED BEEF

Voelpel,
.a Bus-

CENTER CUT

CHUCK BOAST

Lb.

OR T-BONE

Lb.

OR BONELESS SWISS

Lb. 48'

Cut

98'
88'

78'
3
FRYERS( 25'

ROUND

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

Blade

PORTERHOUSE

CHOICE CUT

Lb.

SIRLOIN

Only

BAG

U.S.D.A.
INSPECTED

CUT-UP)

lb. 29c

RIB BOAST
I,

SIFTS
Ribs

Lb 74c)Lb.

Chickens
390 Turkeys=
Lb 39c
2 95c Country
Weiners
Hams
69t
)2 77( Cod Fillets (5
Sausage
1.69) Lb 35c
BANANAS
LB. - 10c
Bibb Lettuce Fzucky
49g
CORN
Avocados
ryreen Onions
3
:mimes
37(4.,
U.S.D.A. I nspectec

68

Lb.

12.Lt.

Super

1-Lb.
)

Right

It's Stokely Week

10 to 18 Lb

Lb.

490

Whole
or
Half

Pure Pork

1-Lb

L.
b

S9c

Ba g

Hot or Mild

2 3,510
_
Limas 2'cat 47g
Catsup 2 37g
Peas 2 39c
Can.
16-oz.

•

Salads

EARS

ft

Cans

Lb

House

5

Bollards or Pillsbury

BISCUITS

6:47c

Paramount Hamburger

Amours Beef ker.; )
Rcg.
4Sc

dexolaA&P's

Own Pure

DILL CHIPS

47,

Nabisco Fig Newtons

AL

CIP Can

Cans

Jar

Brands

/Reg.

Ctn

Sweet

14i<rOz
Cans
In Ctn

METRECAL
DIETARY FOR WEIGHT CONTROL
3 Deliciaut Flavats

APPLE PIE
JANE PARKER

A.
38

Pint

CHOCOLATE, DOUBLE DUTCH DEVILS FOOD, GOLDFN
YELLOW ORAN011, PINEAPPLE, SPICE WHITS

$100

79c

Pint

39c
23c

'
2Pk 53'
ef 400

Pkgs

39c

Lightly
Salted

J

Save

k

PARKER

16c j

COUPON

1c
SYce) On.

89C

59c 1

Only

This

Coupon

COmi SUE

YOU'lLSA V I AT ASP

JANE PARKER—TWIN PACK

Only

49c
Se

COUPON

Each

Ctn

Box

COUPON

Pkg

27c

Only

49

With This
Coupon

GOOD THRU SATURDAY. MAY
One Per Family—Adults Only

66;

FROZEN .FOOD

39
Pkg

POTATO CHIPS
1-Lb.

A&P Frozen Concentrate
5-0z.

Orange Juice 6 79c
Cans

in Ctn

29c
29g

4 69'

FROZEN BEEP

Banquet
Pies

TURKEY OR CHICKEN

08 e

Plea

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, MAY 5
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

1 White Cloud
BATHROOM

2

1

GOOD THRU SATURDAY. MAY 5
One Per Family—Adults Only

THIS

Open All Day Wed.

MARGARINE

Chase & Sanborn Coffee
CLEANSING TISSUES

12-0.
z

,

JANE

VACUUM PACK

Puffs
11142•02
Pkg
10-03.
Pkg

Can

ASP

GOOD LUCK

BEEF

PORK

CAKE MIXES

A&P COFFEE
rip With

WITH

S
:
cv e

BARBECUE

nssuE

Rolls 27
(

1-Lb.
Can

rood Stores

74'

Strietmonn
Pecan Crisp
49'
Pkg.

V

<'
illt.

JANE PARKER—TWIN PACK

5::

MAC'S

PILLSBURY

c4. 2Doz

Frosted Ball Donuts(
Cinnamon Rolls (

Whole Wheat
Bread (Tee)

Only

1-Lb.

THIS

1-Lb.
13o

SUNNYFIELD

I Size

*

A&P VACUUM PACK

WITH

E

Pimento,

Sweet Slices.

Coupon

. YOU'LL SAVE AT AfrP

1-Lb.
Can

MEL-0-BIT SLICES

at 035c

J

GOOD THRU SATURDAY. MAY 6
One Per Family—Adults Only

Vacuum
Pack

77c

Doz.

Dailey Polish Style

Only

A&P COFFEE

SUNNYBROOK GRADE A

W
A&hP
ite

4589 With This

Lb.

POTATO CHIPS

Asi) 18-0z

Sliced

.,'

It
Cre,

SUPERBLY BLENDED

1-Lb. 35c
Pkg.

Hi-C Fruit Punch 3 89c
39,
Pie Apples
Large Eggs 39c
c
27c-a°„zs 61
Chunk Tuna
Pickles
Pi
Cheese
Cigarettes
Buffer „ear,
79c
6
Milk:7""
Popular

64-0Z.

Apple Crunch
Banana Loaf

q
111
4

COMS SEE

24-0z.
Can

3,ave )
8c

'''

.

1 -Lb.
Ctns.

argarine (NutleY)

Comstock

pkGs

COUPON

89'
45'
UT. 54c

M

COUPON

CANNED HAM

THIS

29'

Bunch
"rtt

Ett

16-0z.

3

WITH

IA 0•4173a.mot

SOUTHERN STAR

-•

Ea

Tender

Ale,

..k
1.

Fresh

TENDER SWEET

(WAFERS)1

feen A

•
!

For Delicious

Btis.

;t43P.1Z

6 -!),;, only 3"

FRESH YELLOW

14-0z.

JAR

CANNED HAM

Lb

TOMATO

READY

Lb

Froze

•

•

FORDHOOK

OVEN

SOUTHERN STAR

Pkg

Super Right

Golden Whole Kernel or Cream Style

GOOD THRU SATURDAY. MAY 5
On• Per Famlly—Adults Only

COUPON

(4 to)

Up

Skinless

Corn

9-Lb.

ROASTING

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE
ell Lb.
13 With This
9 Coupon
Bag Only

THIS

-

let S RIDS
7.INCH CUT

MILD & MELLOW

WITH

Lb.

c0uro2
.
4

ataa•

Whole

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

391

LB.

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE ROOD MERCHANT SINCE 1BS9

Folger's
Instant Coffee
80o Off

10-Oz

Pack

Jar

31

I

Clorox

21.

BLEACH
Quart
Plastic
Botti•

Salad Dressing

Sultana
QT. __ 39c

tournament winners are listed as championship. They will oppose
the Berrys Stockyard team, who
follows:
Teams event:
won the first half of the league
play in a playoff for the league
Jones Auto Parts — 3073.
championship.
David Holland Team -- 2981.
Wednesday night, the Ferry
Neighborhood Grocery — 2922.
TRU WIRE
Morse play off between the first
Doubles Event
Jimmy Clements and David and second half champions was
held and Babbs Coffee Shop
Tournament time has passed Phelps — 1261.
Howard Milam and Fred Cook- emerged with the championship by
and the championship in the team
winning in the three game play
event of the Fulton Mens City 1253.
Tournament was decided SaturJasper Vowell and Pat Nanney off over Builder's Supply.
Dan Taylor was high for the
day night. The Jones Auto Team —1197.
got together with some really good
Wallace Ashby and Jim Bright men for the night and for the
series, paced by John Thorpes 614, —1185.
week in the Men's Doubles League
and tore up the pins to the tune of Singles Events
with a 628 series while his parta 3073 handicap team series.
ner Don Mann was close behind
Jim Bright-685.
Good enough to easily win the
Sammy Haddad-660.
with a 608 series. Still a third high
championship, it bettered the secFred Cook-660.
series was rolled and it was a 603
ond place David Holland Team by
Duncan Alexander-639.
by Duncan Alexander.
32 pins.
All Events Scratch
Thursday night Pat Nanney
Final standings in the list of
Alexander-1779.
Duncan
came up with a 578 series to lead
Handicap
All Events
the Ken-Tenn League in the scor.Tim Bright-1945.
ing department. Cook-1877.
Fred
In the Friday night Ladies
Duncan Alexander-1860,
League,' Jewell Myatt led the
James Robey-1850.
ladies in both scoring departments
In the Monday Night Couples with a 178 game and 476 series.
League, Zane Taylor rolled the
first 600 series to be recorded by a
COUPLES LEAGUE
lady bowler in Fulton. The 604
STANDINGS
series along with handicap gave
W.
L.
Mrs. Taylor a 616 series to lead Teams:
the league for the season in ladies Fulton Bank
17
39
high series. Husband Dan came Puckett's
35
21
up with a 664 handicap series- Jones Coal
311
/
2 24%
which was also high for the men City National
29
27
for the night.
26
30
KU
In the 850 League Bobby Logan Piggy Wiggly
25% 301
/
2
got the pins to falling and came Pepsi-Cola
23
33
out with a 622 series which was Dollar Store
15
41
high for the night.
- Get your supply at
Wednesday morning, in the last
850 LEAGUE
session of the .Hi-Lo Ladies
Browder Milling Co.. Inc. League Zane Taylor was high Team
L.
W.
with a 507 seriee as Campbell's
Fulton
Phone 900
half
Hi
4.,
/
2
second
Phillips
66
331
Plumbing clinched the
31% 201
/
2
K. Homra
27
25
Leader Athletic
261
/
2 25%
Kasnow's
26% 251
Moore Seed
/
2
24% 27%
McDade & McDade
In Operation 81 Years
30
22
Siegel
Roper TV
19
33
AREA

BOWLING NEWS

Greenfield Monument Works
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

FULTON
CALL 124

HI-LO LEAGUE

G'FIELT).
AD 5-C193

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn

-

—SEE—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
OFFICE PII
.ONE 5

Campbells Plumbing .. 25
Berry's'Stockyard ...., 21
Highlands Lumber Co. 19
Hickman Co. Fecdmill 19

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON,- KENTUCKY

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
satisfied ,-.stonier Is our
best testimohiaL That Is
why we give you fast, eff1c4ent, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-op to saving you
money!
Anren” .• *Totalled

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

Use PRODUCTION CREDIT
FARM FINANCING
in 1962 .
"Farm Loans
for FARMERS
by FARMERS"

17
21
23
23

FERRY MORSE (FINAL)

Babb Coffee Shop .... 55
47
Builders Supply
80
42
Fry Auto
5114 501
/
2
King Motor
50% 511
/
2
Taylor Chev.
48
54
Park Terrace
50'4 511
/
2
Merryman Appliances 50% 511
/
2
Ferry Morse
43
59
MENS

DOUBLES

Team:

W.

Smith Agency
HIS.
Lake St. Liquor
Puckett's Florist
Jet Lanes
H'beak Fun. Home
Johnson Agency
Hickory Log

33
32%
291
/
2
29
28
231
/
2
17
12%

L.
18
181
/
2
21%
22
23
26%
34
381
/
2

W.

FRIDAY NIGIIT LADIES
STANDINGS
W.

Jones Auto Parts ....
Jet Lanes
Jewel's Beauty Shop
Coca-Cola
City Drug Co.
Evans Drug Co.

351
/
2 15%
27% 231
/
2
24
27
23
28
22
29
21
30

MORE FOR "BOSSY!"
The Kentucky apartment of
Agriculture has allocated a rtRobrdhigh sum at $18,000 for nine district dairy shows for Future
Farmers and 4-H Clubs this year
to encourage interest by youth in
fine dairy animals.

This Chain Saw is

years

Sec'y Freeman
Is State Speaker
For World Trade

Circus
nager: "Well, what's
wrong now'
By Nettie Lee Copelen
India Ru er Man: "Every time
the strong man writes a letter he
Mr. and Mrs. BI-. Grecn spent uses me to erase the mistakes."
Sunday with Mr. and Mr.. Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Sunday
207 Commercial.
Phone 58
with Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders
JAMES HAZELWOOD
spent awhile Monday night with
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. Elmer Walston is improving
UAL KILLEBREW
in the Fulton Hospital.
—Slip
Covers; seat covers
Martha Kay Copelen spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Brad- —Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
ley Copelen.
Several from this community —Draperies
attended the funeral of Charlie —Awnings tarpaulins
Byrd Thursday.

ROCK SPRING NEWS

S. P. MOORE & CO.

8

OLE CAMPSITE!

U. S. Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freeman will be a principal speaker at the Governor's
Conference on Kentucky's Stake
in World Trade, set for May 13
at the Kentucky Hotel in Louisville. Freeman will speak at a
6:30 p. m. banquet.

To keep pace with a national
boom in tent camping, the number
of campsites in Kentucky State
parks has been expanding. There
are now 768 sites in 14 parks.

Wheel Alignment
By Experts -

In announcing Freeman's acceptance of the engagement,
Governor Bert Comb; emphasized
the importance of overseas trade
to Kentucky agriculture.

Prevents costly tin wear
Adds extra mileage
to yew tires

WFUL Is Radio Active

$6.95 COMPLETE

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

Caster and camber scientifically
reset to manufacturer's
specifications
• Correst toe-in and toe-out on
your car's front wheels
• Inspect and adjust steering for
added safety.

YEAR
OLD
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon thalli
aged twice as long as a lot of others.
Enjoy extra years of mellowness
at no extra Cost.

110.U420 0000280 2811011 • 8 YEARS Oil • 818 P1001
NAM 91*11(01 SONS INC , PUMA, 1111110lS

Charlie Scales

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

R-F GOODRICH STORE
112 Lake St.
Phone 389

Now Big Yalu Gives You Chuck Roast That
Broils
Like A Thick Steak.
Rich and Regal in Satisfaction Never Before Could
You Expect To Be So Pleased With A Chuck Roast. - Swift's Proten Tendered Beef.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

0.51

UAIIJ
FOOD STORES

NONE SOLD TO DEALERS •

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM
BLADE CUT

SWIFT PROTEN TENDER 10 TIMES OUT OF 10

SHORT RIBS 39c

Chuck Roast I.B. 490

BONELESS

SWIFT PROTEN CENTER CUT

LEAN

LB.

LB.

STEW BEEF 59c
BONE IN

LB.

RUMP ROAST 69c
TENDER

LB.

BEEF LIVER 39c
Tender or Broiling

LB.

RIB STEAK 79c

ROUND STEAK lb. ...
ED RED
ilifiii0ES 10 lb. bag 39c

BANANAS IC:100
LIBBY ORANGE DRINK 6 oz. CAN 10c
Merit Country Oleo Patties 8 oz. 5 For 39c

COFFEE GUARANTEEDSFY 39c
REG. or DRIP. BIG VALUE THE PERFECT TASTE

SWIFT PREM 12 oz. Pkg.

FRANKS.

43c

TOPPY BRAND

LB.

Sliced Bacon..43c

to pay on certain types of loans.

•Credit Is available anytime — tight

money Of not.
• Loans are set up and approved by men who knew
forming
and understand your financing needs.

"Always See Your PCA First!"

HICOIVIELI'TIE

Jackson Purchase P C A
JOHN P. WILSON
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506
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livestock are sold.

• Simple interest Y charged on the daily outstanding
boloncis.
Your cost for'using She money is less.
• Up to 7

L.

Teams

• PRODUCTION CREDIT is planned credit—
to help you forts rnore profitably.
• Rrpoyments are scheduled when crops or

The course of study covers materials from several agricultural
colleges and deals with such aspects of swine production as
breeding, feeding, housing, showing, judging, and marketing. Although several references were
used, the principal textbook was
"Swine Science," by Dr. M. E.
Ensminger, of Washington State
University.

The Fulton County Baptist Associaticrnal Woman's Missionary
Union Quarterly meeting was
held at the East Hickman Baptist
Church with the president, Mrs.
Harry Allison, presiding. The
theme for the meeting was "Make
His Way Known for Tomorrow".
The pastor, Rev. J. T. Neeley,
brought an inspiring devotional
based on the subject "Our Task".
Mrs. Paul Stewart, Paducah, Ky.,
Camp Manager of Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly and Jubilee
Chairman of Southwestern Region
WMU, brought a very interesting
message. She told of the blessings
derived from the children's missionary organizations camp weeks.
She stressed the responsibility of
the parents in maintaining a
Christ-like living in the home.

Page 6

L.

Neighborhood Groc. .. 49
19
26
OK Parision Laundry .. 42
Leader Spt. Good .... 37% 301
/
2
311
/
2
Pure Milk
36%1/2
35'. 32'i
Taylor Chev. Buick
31% 361
Ferry Morse
/
2
25
43
Jones Auto Parts
16
52
Swifts Ice Cream

TOPS

of
PRODUCTION CREDIT LOANS:

Camp Week Is
Child's Blessing,
'Speaker Says

Marvin T. Easley, of Fulton, has
recently completed an extensive
course of study in the field of
swine management and nutrition
and has been presented a Certificate of Award as a swine specialist as a result of his efforts.

KEN-TENN LEAGUE
Team:

Compact, perfectly balanced;
easy to carry, easy to use on
farm, campsite, ranch or woodlot!

Advantages

Marvin Easley
Completes Course
As Swine Specialist

WARREN BARD
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5181

As Low As $9.45
Weekly after small
down payment.

IIIIINETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Plisse 115

Fourth St.

BY THE PIECE

LB.

BOLOGNA

29c

PURE PORK

3 LB.

SAUSAGE • 99c

PEACHES Hal HUNIves
GORDY'S SALT

2 1-2 Size Can 23c
. • 26 oz. Box 10c

liced

FLOUR 25 lb. bag FETE, $1.39
MAXWEL 6VVER HOUSE COFFEE 79(

)62
rat's
ime
• he

58

Page 7
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CAYCE MT.IMS
lin. twice likonderant
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith and
family of Arthur, Illinois spent
several days last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith,
Sr.
Mesdames Bill Gadberry, A.
Simpson and Bessie Allen were in
Paducah last Tuesday shopping.
Mesdames Chester Wade and
Glenn Goodwin spent last week
in Memphis, Tennessee. Mrs.
Wade visited her mother Mrs.
Ethel Oliver and she and Mrs.
Goodwin attended the conference

PLACE:

Tax

&nen

CHARACTER:"Mugsy" Moth
TIME: Anytime
This year moths will do trillions
of dollars worth of clamagii.
So don't tak• chances. Take
advantag• of our SANEX
MOTH PROTECTION. It's a
big FREE extra with our regular quality cleaning.

OK-PARISIAN

of the W. S. C. S. of the Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Albert Scearce
and family of Evansville, Indiana
spent last week with his mother
Mrs. Mayme Searce.
We are sorry to learn of the
death of Mr. Noble Pruett of
Union City, who passed away in
Obion County
Hospital
last
Thursday. He was well known
here and had many friends and
loved ones here. We extend sympathy to the family.
Mrs. Gadberry of Clinton spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Gadberry and Freddie.
Word has been received here of
the death of Mr. Elbert Taylor,
who passed away in Louisville
last week. He has friends and
relatives here. His wife. Mrs. Lyda
Cruce Taylor preceded him in
death several years ago.
Brent and Brian Cruce, both
had the misfortune to break an
arm while at play. They are the
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Keithly
Cruce. We wish them a speedy
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Burns of St.
Louis visited Mrs. Ella Holly this
weekend and attended the funeral
and burial of their brother, Noble
Pruett in Union City Saturday.
We are glad to know Mrs. Frankle McClellan, who fell and broke
her hip several weeks ago is able
to leave the hospital and is doing
nicely at the home of her son, Mr.
J. C. McClellan in Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce and
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Cruce were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Mary Cruce.
We are sorry Mrs. Effie Roper
was admitted to Fulton Hospital.

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
2.1-11tHit itEsT tt
r
Mofirld. k.
GOOD FOOD SLIIV ED
.41101N It THE CLOCK
II here The.Ira' eler
Stops Every Time'
Geo. Brznd
Owner

Around and About
Our Town
By Ruby Nelsler
A cheery good morning to every
one!
Mr. and Mrs. George Winter, Sr.
had a very happy yet unusual
day on Thursday, April 26 when
they celebrated their 53rd Wedding Anniversary and also Mrs.
Winter's 71st
birthday. Gene
Gardner played a number for
them. Their son, Fred, called them
from Africa and that brought joy
to their hearts. Their daughter,
Jane Jennings, called frown New
Mexico. Their daughter, Mrs.
Kathleen Jones and her children
called and talked from New Orleans, La. The grandchildren out
at Midway called and a little
great-grandchild also talked to
them. George, who lives in South
Fulton,sent a lovely vase of flowers and he and the children talked to them. They had twentyseven descendants to get in touch
with on that never to be forgotten day. All in all it was a wonderful day for this lovely couple.
They wish to thank Gene Gardner
and everyone who had a part in
making this a very happy day.
Have more happy anniversaries,
Mr. and Mrs. Winters. '
Mrs. Louis Holby celebrated her
birthday on Easter Sunday. Her
daughter, Mrs. Jewell Hinkle,
and Mr. Hinkle and children had
dinner with her. Those who called
in the afternoon were Mr. and
Mrs. John Belhenger and Mr. and
Mrs. Willmer Allen of Fulton.
Mrs. Holby received telephone
calls throughout the day along
with many cards. She also received many nice gifts. We wish for
you many happy returns of the
day, Mrs. Holby.

tinue until she recovers complete- covered from a siege of measles,
GOOD FOR SAE
ly.
so has Danny Davis. Each are now
Carl Ulan Hurst, University o'
Frank Bynum remains critical able to be out again.
Kentucky student from Fulton
at the Veterans Hospital in Nashhas been initiated into Sigma Al
Rev. James Holt filled his regu- ville. He has shown some'Impha Epsilon social fraternity. Carl
lar appointment at New Salem provement during his grave illBardwell,
in
western
Kentucky, son of Mrs. Byron McAlister, 41'
Baptist Church the past Sunday at ness.
derived its name from a "bored Carr Street, Fulton, is a freshmai
The condition of Billie Mac Mor- well"
11 A. M. where he serves the
which supplied railroad lo- in the UK College of Arts an(
church in full time pastorate. ris, U S. A. F. in Ft. Bragg, North comotives with water in
early Sciences. lie was graduated from
Sunday school meets at 10 A. M. Carolina remains unchanged ac- times.
Fulton High School.
with a fine enrollment, as also the cording to the last report from his
training union meeting at 7:30 bedside. His parents. Mr. and Mrs.
p. m. Everyone is invited to each Noman Harris and relatives are
at his bedside. The young soldier
service.
will be moved in about two weeks
Robby Rickman is still confined to the
Walter Reed Hospital and
to his room with measles, so is all good
wishes are extended to
Bubba, small son of Mr. and Mrs. the
AND PLANTING NEEDS
young soldier and family.
Harding Ainley. Get-well wishes
Wink Qualls of Detroit has been
go out to these fine lads during vacationing
Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
for the past three
their shut-in days.
weeks in Florida. He also visited
Mrs. Annie Abernathy was a relatives around Ruthville
All Kinds of Ferry Morse flower and garden Seed
enroute
welcomed visitor in this locality home over the weekend.
His visits
Sunday, attending church at New are always welcomed
by everyone.
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer for tobacco
Salem Baptist church. Mrs. AberLittle Howell Bynum, has renathy along with Rev. and Mrs.
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
James Holt were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Austin and
gardens and trees
the Roy Vincent family.
Mr. Neil Ross, Dukedom is in
Detroit where he attended the
ITS HERE
NEW PRICE ON BIG CROP FERTILIZER
bedside of his brother Hughey The Sensational New Invention
6 - 12 - 12
$48.00 TON
Ross, whose illness came several
Sutherland's "MD* Truss
days ago when he suffered a
No Belts — No Straps —
stroke,
No Odors
Kenland White and Ladino clover
Approved by Doctor
Mrs. Florence Ray is visiting
:
, — The
World's Most Comfortable
with her daughter, Mrs. Hebert
Grass seed, orchard grass, Red Top,
Truss
Grissom and Mrs. Grissom in S.
Fulton.
Timothy. Rye Grass, Bluegrass
CITY DRUG CO.
Work on the new home of Mr.
408 Lake St.
Fulton
Will Cook is progressing nicely on
NOW is the time to sow your ammonium
their farm in Dist. No. 1. It is a -nitrate on your pastures!
modern building and an asset to
the vicinity.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs Carey Friel& 411

SPRING SEED

RUPTURE

Mrs. Buton Lassiter hag improved over the past several days and
she is able to be out some.
News reached relatives here
last weekend of the death of
Hughey Ross in Detroit; Michigan.
Mr. Ross was a farmer of this
section- so each of us extend profound sympathy to his family and
many friends. He is' the brother
of Mrs. Maggie House, and Neil
Ross of Dist. No. 13; Wayne Ross,
Union City; and Basil Ross of Fulton. Funeral and burial will be in
Detroit, where he has resided for
many years.
..Mrs. Inez Vincent of pilot Oak,
Kentucky is here visiting with her
sister, Mrs. Grover True and Mr.
True. She will return home first
of the week.

Miss Pam Grooms, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Grooms, was
a vefy happy young lady on April
26 when twelve young ladies
called to help her celebrate her
tenth birthday. The young ladies
were all dressed in hats, heels,
and long dresses looking very
much like their mothers, whose
clothes they were wearing. They
EXTRA PROTFCTION
Mrs. Ed McClain, a patient in
put on a fashion show and Miss
the T. B. Hospital in Memphis is
WITH EACH BRUSHFUL.
Kay Mann was voted the most
nietly from treatment
lovely young lady. They played responding
and will soon be able to spend a
games and made a movie. The
few days with her husband near
hostess served cake, ice cream,
here. Her hospitalization will conand punch. Many happy returns
f r'
of the day, Pam.
Little Ronnie Brockwell, son of
Q USE PAIN 1
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Brockwell,
2k1
EVENING SKY
had surgery at Jones hospital last
for most ...point work
week atui is doing nicely.
• 014E COAT COVERS? • REQUIRES NO PRIMUS
Mrs. Eadie Nall was admitted
•I AJF.T OVER CHALKY SURFACESI
to Jones hospital last Saturday.
We are so sorry to hear this. She
is one of my good neighbors.
Hurry and get well and come
home, Mrs. Nall; we miss you.
Phone 909
Commercial Ave.
Mr. C. H. Cashion was admitted
to the Jones hospital on Sat. We
PITTSBURGH PAINTS ke,i, hni
ook longer
wish you a speedy recovery, Mr.
Cashion.
My heart-felt sympathy and
111111•1111=111=1.11P prayers go to Mrs. Aron Bowlin in
the passing of her husband last
•
•
Thursday, April 26.
Congratulations to Mr. Billie
Mott Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Jones, of South Fulton, on
having been elected treasurer of
the Memphis American Institute
of Banking.
Tommy Taylor is very much in
the news again this week. On
Wed., Mrs. Ralph Smith, teacher
of one of the third grades; took
her room together with two other
rooms to Paducah on a picnic.
There were two buses for the
third graders. They each carried
lunch and spread it together. They
Protects garments against
also went sightseeing and returnperspiration odors between
ed home tired, but very happy.
drycleanings. This new bacMrs. Phil Parker entertained
feriostat builds a bacter,a
with a musical recital at her home
last Friday night. Tommy Taylor
barrier and leaves all
and she rendered a piano duet engarments with a lost,ng
titlesii:Coming Around the Mounfresh,iess.
tain." Tomsty played two other
numbers.
Ittr. and _ZIrs. Wayne Sisson
were guests in the hdme of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Taylor at their
home near Walnut Grove last
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar TayPHONE 130
lor spent Easter Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Aubry Taylor.

Cleaners
—Phone 130—

Laundry —

Treat your home to the Finest...

New shipment of POTASH on hand.

Dewey Johnsor

Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed Tomato Plants, Onion Sets

All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE D F:

.

, "Covering everything"
Phone VA
Fulton. Ky.
422 1.ake St.

ACIat;criSolls
East State Line

Phone 202. 602

during the kitchen spectacular
MODERNIZE YOUR KITCHEN

SUN-PROOF

Fulton Pains & Glass Co.

You choose the door...

FREE

afteG

mothproofing with
new additive
De

OK-PARISIAN

r---- \

we'll supply the key ce:"

During the KITCHEN SPECTACULAR, electric appliance doilers are
offering special low prices on featured kitchen appliances. And we are
offering you cash bonuses with the purchase of any of them.

FE-ATURED APPLIANCES
AND BONUSES
Electric Range
Electric Water Heater
Electric Dishwasher

$15
$25
$10

*LC9N VALLEY RANCH,
45,000
27 nits north of Tucson, Arizona, says,

To collect your bonus, simply buy and install one or more of the featured
appliances. Bring a copy of your bill
of sale to our office. Pick up your
bonus payment.

Take advantage of this wonderful offer. Modernize your kitchen
during the KITCHEN SPECTACULAR. Collect cash bonuses!

Every year we help many families
finance their homes. We'd like to help
with yours. If anyone can tailor a home.
buying plan to fit your income we can ...
because we're home financing specialists. Come in ...let's talk it over.

Offer is for a limited time and applies only to our consumers.

NO EITE!" P
90 Proof

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF FULTON
214 Main Street

Cash Bonuses on Electric Kitclm Appliances

Electric Room Air Conditioner.$40

10 witsON, owner of The
110,

?ismo
:alp

Modern homemakers have found that in-italling an electric room air
conditioner in the kitchen really pays off. Summer appetites perk up when
meals are served in air-conditioned comfort. And you'll find that your
kitchen work goes faster, that your spirits stay higher, that' you haN
energy left at the end of the day when your kitchen is air
electrically.
See your dealer today. Install an electric room air conditioiA:r in
kitchen ...and keep cool!

Fulton, Ky.

I 1

1-2 Pt. ii
1 :
61
4\

IP
Yellowstone
MELLOW-MASH

AM*

raff

The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON.
& 100 PEW, BOTTLE. BOND
DISTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY Co. 1.0U,SiLLE -..:NSBORO, KY. t
ik.

il

Hickman - Fulton Counties'
Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.

Hickman, Ky.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT:• Floor sanding machine and electric !loot polisher
and electric vacuum cleaners Exchange Furniture
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
INVITATION TO BIDDERS

(continued from pace one)
casion was even more momentous
than the one in 1941, and there
When me
was no more war. That old BabReal Estate in Fulton
cock behind Harry Rucker's ear— see —
ber Shop had more bailing wire
:HARLES
W. BURROW tied around it to hold it together
,
than it had moving parts. We
4011 Walnut
Rhone 1111
worked like fury to make the
front page neat add pretty and to
.ar:n Loans
read over and over again that we
Conventional Loans
s; ere now editors and publishers on
FHA Loans
our very own, in a new and
-The very best selection ef real strange land, with new challenges,
new
goals, new ideas, everyestate for sale at all times
thing new except that cottonpicking, low-lifing, beat-up, broken down, uncoovrative Babcock
that was old when the Mayflower
WE TIENT - - - crawled into Plymouth Rock.

The Fulton City School Cafeteria is accepting bids :en the
addit:op of a new unit to the
electric cooking range now in
use at the Cafeteria. Details
Hospital beds
and specifications may be obBaby beds
tained only by visitation to the
Vacuum -Cleaners
Cafeteria during the school day
and contacting Mrs. Reginald
Floor polishers
Williamson on the job. No telephone calls. please. Bids are to
be turnedoin. to Mrs. Reginald
WADE FURN. CO.
Williamson at the Fulton City Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.
School Cafeteria by May 18,1
1962, two o'clock P.M.

TROUBLE?

uON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

We can't keep you out of it
but with on
of our Low
Cost, three
payment pl..,
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately
Our Adjuster Carries.' Ills
Check Book!

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Wick Smith Agency

GILLUM

21 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

TRANSFER CO.
•

ASk FOP ••
ilEfiVEN HILL
6teal
DISTILLS° AISO
40
44.11111
.
:111

8°"4"41
,

,SEMEN II I Lt.*1
;01
,
0

14,S,

DAVY DAVCO

thank

you

rb
3CIP
‘
19
0
n?
‘
,

PRESENTS

Thf

BEST
and

HALF
1
PINT $ .5v

90 PROOF KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
I IOURSON WHISKEY

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Distributed by Bryant Distr. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

JV

EXCHANGE

i..

DRIVE-IN

"NOVA,"4,
,
017VE.CrIPS
.

AT YOUR FRIENDLY
MARTIN THEATRE

Furniture Company

THIS WEEK

ELVIS PRESLEY

"BLUE HAWAII"

• Side-Dress or Top-Dress any time your tractor
will go in the field.

In Color
FRI-SAT - MAY 4 - 5
OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12

Double Feature

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE

—1—
Rock lIudson
Laureen Bacall

yr.

• All Nurse Tanks and applicators are non corosive ALUMINUM for trouble free service in
your field. 12,000 gallon storage tank also of
Aluminum for a adequate supply of pure, clean
solution at all times.

"Written on the Wind"

• Accurate, reliable metering pumps apply the
exact amount you want. Read the guage and
SEE what you are getting.

"RUNNING WILD"

• DAVCO Nitrogen Solutions are NON-PRESSURE LIQUID, cannot escape into the air.
• Our Applicators are mounted on Dual Wheels
so that they will not mire down in your soft
wheat fields.

• Apply it

yourself or we will do it for you. See

us today.

Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5101

Route 4

City

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

IW4n.n

Sun

An Ano“tecl Producers, Inc Product,on

-

Doren

Mon - Tue May 6-7-8

—AND—

Jerry Lewis

pmmts
wratinwsk

"THE ERRAND BOY"
WED - THUR - MAY 9-10
Paul Newman
Jackie Gleason

4

SOLD:Se C't'i
L
dc

eISIONNIMISSmislear.32•

"THE HUSTLER"

Bob Hope
Lana Turner

D.0
form;
about
Nortt
being
try r
Cove
lina.
Dal
mIngl

Scott's Floral Shoppe

of Fulton

Fulton, Kentucky

‘111111•111111MMII

Fulton
Pbone 20-3
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

savings... for quality
for complete satisfaction!

203 S. BROADWAY

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

FRYERS wH:LE 25c
SHORTENING

GIANT

PUFFIN
PER CAN

5c

PII I SBURY

RINSO
Box
BRI 1 X
BLEACH
Bd.
3 FLAVORS
METRECAL 6 Cans

at.

69c FLOUR 25 Lb. Bag ___ $1.49
11'451 RI
17c TRION(
CAKE MIX
3 Pkg.
89c
I
$1.37 PINEAPPLE 5 Cans
$1.00

SUGAR

10 LB. BAG.
With $5.00
Purchase
Limit One

APPLE BAY

89c

ADAMS ORANGE

APPLESAUCE 8- 303's $1.00 JUICE 3 - 46oz Cans _ _ _ $1.00
SACRAMENTO FRUIT
GRIFFIN SWEET
COCKTAIL 4 - 303's _ _ _ _ $1.00 POTATOES 4 No.2 1-2 _ $1.00
SNIDERS
PORK BEANS 6 No. 2 $1.00 CATSUP 14 oz. 2 For ___ 39c

&

DRY MILK
CIRCLE K

SIZE
QT

89c
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MILFORD CREAMED

POTTED
MEAT 6 For _ _ 49c CORN 6 - 303 Cans _
$1.00
SWIFTS
PLYMOUTH SANDWICH
VIENNAS
5
Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00 SPREAD 24 oz.
29c
DEL MONTE (1111.1
SA( RAIIE'NT° FRUIT
PEPPERS 12 oz. Jar _ _ _ 39c COCKTAIL 3 No. 2 1-2 _ $1.00

In Color

STARTS SUNDAY

MOORE SEED & GRAIN CO.

for Fairview and Greenlea
Cemetery will be Sunday. May
20.

FLOWERS

warnnes

THUR - MAY.3

• DAVCO Nitrogen Solutions supply readily
available, non-leaching nitrogen for all crops.

• Truck Mounted Nurse Tank for "Sudden Service" when you need it.

[)for

•Heoviness is filter. d out — only
smoother Bourbon softness is left in.

142e

• Only the Best Equipment is used, with Dye
Markers to prevent skipped spots or streaks in
your field.

City Public Relations—Charles
Andrews, chairman, Harry Reams
Dr. Glynn Bushart, Vyron Mitchell, Nathan Wade, M. R. Jeffress,
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Dr. Shelton Owens and Jim Huffine;
Area Public Relations—Charles
Reams, chairman, Ward Johnson,
Brown Thacker, Gene Williamson,
Jim Huffine, David Phelps, Pete
Pitzer, Frank Welch, W. S. Man-

BISCUITS
Glenmore
is
Chill-Filtere

buy it at

NITROGEN
SOLUTIONS

pheling, Joe Trees, Parks Weeks,
Clyde Williams Jr., Rodney Miller,
Robert B. Morgan, M. R. Jeffress,
A. J. Wright and Dr, H. W. Connaughton;
Tourist Promotion—Sonny Puckett, chairman, Norman Terry,
Hugh Fly, Earl Lohaus, Joe Trees, AMENEMiii..11&
L. C. Adams, Paul Westpheling,
and Foad Homra;
DECORATION DAY

B-a ___

Say "It's In The News"

4"or

BsetWeries

and E. J. BREATHITT—
`7Trontinued from page one
Administration.
OVER THE WAVES!
Breathitt's backers say he is
A workshop for the Kentucky
well known among political leadchapter of the National Hairdressers Association will be held May ers and that he campaigns effec20 at Jewell's Beauty Shop. The tively. They also say, in rebuttal
workshop is free to all unit mem- to objections to his comparative
bers, but non shop owners will be youth that Chandler won the governorship at the age of 37 in 1935.
charged a small fee.

BACON Tray Pack __ Lb. 59c SPRY or FLAKO _ 3 Lb. 69c
FRESH
'Ears •Snoots *Tails •Maws
PIGS
Lb. 19c TIT
LJN E3 Cans
95c
GET OUR
COMPLETE SELECTION
HOT BAR
Fresh Daily PICNIC SALADS __

A boy who knows sports from
way back has been employed by
Twin Cities Youth Incorporated
as full-time park supervisor for
this summer. Kenneth Allen, AllPurchase forward on Fulton High's
1961
championship
basketball
team, is the young man who will
direct all activities at Fulton City
Park during June, July, and August.

e!

.0s.A...w....‘„,,,4„,„

Turner

REELFOOT

•

foNA_ ;4.7.45
$5.50
1 - F.4:
CI:ART
• 6 YEA7S OLD

you, and

SUPERVISOR!

GREEN LABEL
g,sr,T7,1/
3

Fulton's business and professional people who are members of
the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber
of Commerce are being "put to
work" for the be)terment of the
twin city communities. W. P.
"Dub" Burnette, newly elected
president of the Chamber of Commerce is today announcing the
names of those, persons assigned
to do work in all phases of the organizations activities.
They are: Rural Development—
Dewey Johnson, chairm.,n, Norman Tarry, Roy D. Taylor, Pete
Pitzer, Harold Henderson, and W.
B. Stokes;
Somehow the fact that the press
Commercial — Bobby .Scales,
didn't work wasn't the frustration chairman, Thad Fagan, Lonnie
then as it might be today, In- Roper. Jerry Creason, Mrs. Billie
stead of trying to borrow parts Bushart, Ruth Scott, and Nathan
for the press, we just bought more Wade;
bailing wire. Finally, in the wee
Education—J. D. Hales, chairhours of the morning the old
press cracked,, groaned, grunted, I man, Elizabeth Caldwell, R. H.
huffed puffed and finally let I White, Flynn Powell, Win Whitnel
loose with one pitiful, crooked, and Mattie Rice;
Civic Improvement — Chuck
blurred, smeared copy of that first
announcement that we were edi- Beard. chairman, Guy Fry, Louis
tors and publishers of this little Weaks, Bud Davis, Lorene Harnewspaper that we love.
ding, Charles Cannon, Gilbert DeMyer, Milton Counce and Dr. J. L
And you know what, fifteen Jones;
Membership — C. H. McDaniel,
years hasn't made a bit of dif•
ference in our lives. If we were to chairman;
leave town today, we'd traVel out
Industrial Development — Ranin TWO OLD model cars, packed dall Burcham, chairman, Nelson
to the hilt with personal Items, Tripp, W. S. Mantle, Paul Westsome good-sized mortgages, Mit
without a stork trailing behind.
But we will have acquired an asset that we didn't have 15 years
ago. That is your friendship, your
kindness, and the satisfaction
that of all the newspapers in the
United States for sale we were
lucky; enough to find this one in
Fulton.
Thank
again!

tle, Kenneth
McCollum.

W.P. Burnette Assigns Members
"Working Duties" For Twin Cities

FREE!
POTATOES

These

EXPERT KNIFE SHARPENING

AND
ONE 303 SIZE CAN OF SACRAMENTO
FRUIT COCKTAIL WHEN YOU BUY 4
NO. 2 CANS SAC. PEACHES!

25 LB.
BAG

890

U.S.No.1 Red

SWEET
rGTO

252 Size Doz.29c ;..
80:0:4 LEGS G 8 oz. Pkg. __ 89c
GREENS 2 Lbs.
19c
35c
CANTALOUPES Each __ 39c FISH STICKS 3Pkg. __ $1.00
HOME

Box office opens 6:45 p..m.
1
—ADMISSION—

—IN—

"BACHELOR

$1.00 CARLOAD $1.00

PARADISE"

So. Fulton - Martin Hwy.

IN TECHNICOLOR
4

FISHUR kb..

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

I

WE GIVE S & H
GREEN STAMPS

1

AINIMIMEneft
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